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2023 STOCK BOAT
41' (12.50m)   2023   Bavaria   SR41
Annapolis  Maryland  United States

OVERVIEW
  
Manufacturer: Bavaria
Engines: Hull Material: Fiberglass
Engine Model: Cruise Speed:
Engine HP: Max Speed:
Beam: 13' 1" Cabins/Heads: 2 / 2
Max Draft: " Fuel Type: Diesel
Water: 66 G (249.84 L) Fuel: 198 G (749.51 L)

Call for Price
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Data Sheet

Category: Sports Cruiser
Condition: New
Model Year: 2023
Beam: 13'1'' (3.99m)
Min Draft: 3' 5'' (1.04m)
LOA: 41' (12.50m)
Cabins: 2
Heads: 2

Fuel Type: Diesel
Hull Material: Fiberglass

Fuel Tank: 198 gal (749.51 liters)
Fresh Water: 66 gal (249.84 liters)
Stock #: 006
In Stock: Yes

Engines/Generators
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Summary/Description

The BAVARIA SR41 kicks off a new line of motorboats from BAVARIA YACHTS. It combines the best of the sporty BAVARIA
S-Line and the BAVARIA R-Line. A comfortable cockpit, a large sunbed that can be transformed into a lounge area with a
table right next to the water and a large bathing platform.

The BAVARIA SR41 kicks off a new line of motorboats from BAVARIA YACHTS. It combines the best of the sporty BAVARIA
S-Line and the BAVARIA R-Line. A comfortable cockpit, a large sunbed which can be transformed in no time into a lounge
area with a table right next to the water and a large bathing platform. It makes the BAVARIA SR41 the ideal motor yacht
for a perfect day on the water with family and friends.

The BAVARIA SR41’s powerful drive is provided by the well-known Mercruiser and Volvo Penta engines. These efficient
motors make the BAVARIA SR41 a remarkably gratifying and safe yacht to handle. Large hull windows which fit perfectly
into the broad black hull stripe ensure plenty of daylight below deck. From the newly designed helmstand, you have full
control over the BAVARIA SR41. All intruments within sight and perfect all-round visibility are, of course, included.

The BAVARIA SR41 convinces with many individual solutions. As a COUPE she is the ideal motor yacht for longer
journeys, where you don’t want to compromise on comfort. In the HT version the BAVARIA SR41 is the perfect weekend.
Open for the sunny day at sea and ready for a powerful driving experience. In both versions you can enjoy the spacious
cockpit, with room to relax for the whole family and friends. And of course the great comfort below deck.

During development, the uppermost goal was to provide the BAVARIA SR41 with the maximum space and therefore
comfort possible. The result was a two-cabin layout with a luxurious midship owner’s cabin and an equally comfortable
VIP cabin in the bow. The owners have access to their own bathroom with a separate shower. The second bathroom is
reserved for guests. The pantry is equipped with everything required to prepare a perfect dinner.

Disclaimer

The company offers the details of this vessel in good faith but cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of this
information nor warrant the condition of the vessel. A buyer should instruct his agents, or his surveyors, to investigate
such details as the buyer desires validated. This vessel is offered subject to prior sale, price change or withdrawal
without notice.
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